Hi Students!

Normally last week would have been the last of our weekly emails. However, THESE ARE NOT NORMAL TIMES!!!!

So, I plan on sending out emails just so that you know that we are thinking of you and that you can touch base with me if you have questions. I will continue to host meetings where you can ask questions or just talk about whatever is on your mind. I recently started reading Buddhism and Science and the fourth Harry Potter book. What are you reading? I’m also trying to get back out running regularly-keeping an extremely safe distance from everyone of course-what are you doing to stay active?

Here is the link to sign up for a meeting:  https://www.signupgenius.com/go/8050B45ACA92EA4FF2-drtrageser3

If you can’t find a good slot just email me and we’ll come up with a plan.

To our upcoming graduates: CONGRATULATIONS you finished all of your classes!!!! We know this is not how you wanted to complete your time at Hopkins but you have so much to be proud of. All of us are certainly proud of you!

I know you may still have finals to finish up but why not let the countdown to COMMENCEMENT begin!

**RIDDLE MASTER:** Be the first to reply with the correct answer and you will be recognized on the Riddle Master Hall of Fame (I bet you didn’t know that existed did you)!

In an effort to practice an Honor Code player policy please refrain from just searching for the answer on the internet. You don’t want to be the Barry Bonds or Mark McGwire of Riddle Master right! It is baseball season after all so I thought that comparison was a good one!

Here we go: *What is seen in the middle of March and April that can't be seen at the beginning or end of either month?*

Finally a message from the Office of Academic Support!

The Office of Academic Support has set up a few drop-in tutoring sessions via zoom that will be staffed by PILOT Leaders and Learning Den Tutors in order to provide an additional level of support as students prepare for final exams.

The schedule is on our website:  https://academicsupport.jhu.edu/resources/help-rooms-study-space/ and will be updated as we add additional courses/sessions times.